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Abstract: In this work, we present an innovative approach for effective cross-network
information dissemination, with applications to vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs).
The proposed approach, denoted as “Cross-Network Effective Traffic Alert Dissemination”
(X-NETAD), leverages on the spontaneous formation of local WiFi (IEEE 802.11b)
VANETs, with direct connections between neighboring vehicles, in order to disseminate,
very quickly and inexpensively, traffic alerts received from the cellular network. The
proposed communication architecture has been implemented on Android smartphones.
The obtained experimental results show that an effective cross-network information
dissemination service can entirely rely on smartphone-based communications. This paves
the way to future Internet architectures, where vehicles will play a key role as information
destinations and sources.
Keywords: X-NETAD; cross-network dissemination; vehicular ad hoc networks; Android;
smartphone-based communications
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1. Introduction
In the last few decades, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) have attracted the worldwide
interest of researchers, automotive companies and governments. ITSs promise to hugely improve the
safety, efficiency and sustainability of the transportation system [1]. A key role in ITSs should be
played by the so-called Inter-Vehicular Communications (IVCs), a set of new technologies, standards
and protocols that should give full networking capabilities to the vehicles. Roughly speaking, it
is possible to identify two main features that IVCs should provide to the vehicles: (i) continuous
Internet connectivity on a geographical scale; and (ii) fast, but intermittent, local area connectivity
to the vehicles and/or other roadside equipment (e.g., traffic lights, pedestrian crossings, guardrails,
etc.) positioned in a delimited region. The first kind of connectivity could be provided by leveraging
existing network infrastructures (e.g., cellular networks), through any devices present in a vehicle, such
as dedicated infotainment devices or general-purpose smartphones and tablets. On the opposite side,
the local area connectivity is provided through dedicated On-Board Units (OBUs), implementing a set
of Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRCs) technologies, such as the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11p [2] or the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)-G5 [3] standards, able to provide a fast transport service in a
limited geographical area of interest.
However, several studies show some important weaknesses affecting DSRC technologies, mostly
related to reliability and scalability, making their use impractical in low-density networks or in the case
of challenging propagation conditions [4]. Furthermore, as of today, DSRCs are facing a significant
resistance in reaching the market, because of their strong dependence on the decisions of public
administrations and of the lack of a satisfactory business model for selling the OBUs [4,5]. In many
circumstances, these limitations can be partially overcome by employing cellular technologies, such as
Long Term Evolution (LTE) or some kind of third generation (3G) technology, in a complementary
manner [6,7]; even in this case, however, the number of vehicles equipped with an embedded 3G/4G
transceivers may be scarce. For these reasons, the general consensus indicates personal devices, such
as smartphones and tablets, as key players in developing future ITS solutions. In fact, smartphones are
gaining more and more popularity, and nowadays, we may assume that, with extremely high probability,
there is (at least) one of these devices inside each vehicle. This new class of personal device is typically
equipped with a dual interface, for cellular (typically 3G or LTE networks) and WiFi networks and,
therefore, should ideally be able to provide both continuous Internet connectivity and sporadic local
connectivity. Obviously, the performance of vehicular communications based on smartphones is not
comparable to communications based on dedicated hardware, but in certain conditions, they can offer a
satisfying performance level [8]. For all these reasons, it is reasonable to expect that next generation ITSs
systems will be based on a heterogeneous mix of hardware (OBUs and smartphones) and communication
technologies (DSRCs, WiFi, 3G/4G), as proposed recently in [9,10].
In this work, starting from the results of [10], we further investigate this kind of
heterogeneous architecture, by implementing a smartphone-based service for real-time traffic
information dissemination. More specifically, we describe the innovative cross-network approach for
effective information dissemination in vehicular environments, proposed in the 2011–2012 Italy-Israel
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“Cross-Network Effective Traffic Alerts Dissemination” (X-NETAD) project [11]. As pointed out
in [10], the goal of the X-NETAD project was the design and implementation of low cost, efficient and
ubiquitous traffic alerts dissemination to drivers. In particular, it envisions the formation of ephemeral
local VANETs, formed by one “primary” vehicle surrounded by “secondary” vehicles. The former
vehicle acts as a gateway for traffic alerts coming from a 3G/4G network, which are broadcast to the
latter vehicles by means of WiFi broadcast communications. As aforementioned, the peculiar feature
of X-NETAD consists in being entirely based on smartphones, without the need for dedicated OBUs.
However, it is possible to easily extend the X-NETAD architecture in order to exploit the presence of
dedicated OBUs within the targeted vehicles.
While our previous work [10] aimed at presenting the “big picture” of the X-NETAD architecture
without disclosing any specific implementation detail, in this manuscript, a comprehensive overview of
the main research and scientific aspects of the X-NETAD project is provided. To summarize, the goal of
this manuscript is twofold:
• to provide an in-deep description of the X-NETAD architecture and its implementation on a
VANET formed by an Android smartphone;
• to present the experimental results, obtained by implementing X-NETAD on a testbed of
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Android smartphones, with no high-end requirements, shedding
light on the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed architecture.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related works on multihop broadcast
protocols and VANET applications based on smartphones. In Section 3, the principle design behind
X-NETAD is presented. The details of the dissemination protocol and its implementation on the Android
platform are provided in Section 4. The experimental results are illustrated in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Related Works
Historically, real-time traffic monitoring and congestion-detection systems relied on police reports
or dedicated road sensors (e.g., buried inductive loops, active infrared sensors, cameras and radars).
In recent years, the widespread diffusion of cellular communications has enabled the design of traffic
estimation techniques based on data provided by cellular operators. Typically, cellular networks are
used as a source of anonymous geo-referenced raw data, stored and processed in a remote data center
in order to extract information on the traffic intensity. Relevant examples of this approach are: (i) the
TrafficSense system developed by Cellint Traffic Solutions Ltd [12]; and (ii) the Localizing and Handling
Network Event Systems (LocHNESs) platform developed by Telecom Italia, which allows a real-time
evaluation of urban dynamics based on the anonymous monitoring of mobile cellular networks [13]. An
alternative approach consists in using the smartphones themselves to build distributed location-based
services (LBSs), through suitable distributed algorithms and overlays. Distributed LBSs are a clear
example of geo-collaboration services, where active users can efficiently discover and disseminate
information about existing services (such as a video stream from a webcam, storage volunteers and
others), geo-referenced objects and information (e.g., positions of gasoline stations, accidents, bad
surface conditions, traffic jams). These approaches, combined with mobile phone-based nodes, allow
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building distributed applications to harvest efficient traffic information, travel time and auxiliary data in
the regions of interest. Rybicki et al., with Peers on Wheels [14] and, more recently, with PeerTIS [15],
proposed P2P (Peer-to-Peer) architectures, where participating cars are peers organized in a Distributed
Hash Table (DHT), to receive and distribute useful information to improve the vehicle travel time using
dynamic route guidance. A different P2P approach, called Distributed Geographic Table (DGT), was
proposed in [16] and applied to a real smartphone-based Traffic Information System (TIS) scenario
in [17]. The DGT is a structured overlay scheme, where each participant can efficiently retrieve node or
resource information (data or services) located near any chosen geographic position. In such a system,
the responsibility for maintaining information about the positions of active peers is distributed among
nodes, for which a change in the set of participants causes a minimal amount of disruption. The overlay
is different from other P2P-based localization systems (DHT and tree-based overlays), where geographic
information is routed, stored and retrieved among nodes, which are organized according to a structured
overlay scheme. The DGT idea is to build up the overlay directly, taking into account the geographic
positions of the nodes and any other information required to build a network, where overlay neighbors
are also geographic neighbors and no additional messages are needed to obtain the closest neighborhood
of a peer. Hybrid vehicular networks, relying also on cellular connectivity, provide a good solution to
overcome the coverage limitations of pure-VANET solutions when the vehicle spatial density is low,
thus allowing one to reach an increased number of potentially isolated vehicles [4]. Open issues are
(i) the data exchange cost over the cellular infrastructure and (ii) the latency of data delivery, which
is higher than the pure-VANET approach. Therefore, cellular network-based distributed architectures
are not suitable for short-range safety-driving applications, but could be efficiently applied in scenarios
where (i) latency is not an issue and (ii) the distance from the event or generic geo-localized information
is sufficient to guarantee proper data dissemination.
Regardless of the origin of the information, the issue of real-time dissemination of this information to
the interested vehicles is still an open problem. In recent years, many broadcast protocols for VANETs
have been proposed by the research community. In [18], one can find a possible classification of
broadcast protocols. In [19], the authors focus, from a theoretical perspective, on efficient broadcasting
for mobile ad hoc networks. Position-based broadcast protocols (see [20] and references therein) exploit
the knowledge of some geographical characteristics of the network, to improve the retransmission
efficiency. For example, the Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments (EMDV)
protocol achieves remarkable performance exploiting pure geographical information and information on
the local network topology [21]. The major drawback shared by all position-based protocols, however, is
the need for information on the network topology and the geographical characteristics of the environment
where the nodes are located [21]. Since collecting this information may be very difficult, several
alternative broadcasting protocols have been recently proposed with the goal of achieving the same
performance level of position-based protocols without the need for major information exchange. The
Urban Multihop Broadcast (UMB) [22], the Smart Broadcast (SB) [23] and the Binary Partition Assisted
Protocol (BPAB) [24] are good examples of threshold-based protocols, based on the idea of partitioning
the transmission range of the source in distinct regions.
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3. X-NETAD: The Idea
3.1. The Big Picture
The goal of the X-NETAD project was to design and implement an innovative traffic alerts
dissemination system based on a cross-network (cellular and WiFi) software application, installable
on dual-interface (UMTS and WiFi) smartphones [11]. An illustrative representation of the envisioned
cross-network traffic alert dissemination system is shown in Figure 1. The key idea of the X-NETAD
approach is that of leveraging on the spontaneous formation of WiFi local VANETs, with direct
connections between neighboring vehicles, in order to disseminate traffic alerts and GPS location in the
VANETs very quickly and inexpensively. It is important to remark that X-NETAD has been conceived
of for a unidirectional exchange of information from a centralized data center to mobile vehicles, but it
does not allow collecting information from the nodes. (A distributed detection application, based on a
similar architecture, is proposed in [25].)
Figure 1. Illustrative Cross-Network Effective Traffic Alert Dissemination (X-NETAD)
traffic alerts dissemination scheme.
UMTS Traﬃc Alert
WiFi IF-based Alert Broadcast

WiFi IF-based Alert Broadcast

WiFi IF-based Alert Broadcast

The X-NETAD system has been designed in such a way that, at any given time, only a small
percentage (e.g., 10%) of the vehicles (i.e., the smartphones inside the vehicles) are assumed to be
directly connected to the traffic alerts dissemination system through an Internet connection provided by
a cellular network. More precisely, the X-NETAD architecture is based on three types of entities: (i)
Primary Users (PUs); (ii) Secondary Users (SUs); and (iii) an vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
(AS). The AS is in charge of maintaining, filtering and distributing the traffic information, collecting it
from a series of third-party providers—in the specific case of the X-NETAD project, the Israeli company,
Cellint, had this role. The AS supports the following minimum set of requirements and operations:
•
•
•
•

to provide suitable access interfaces on the Internet;
to provide a secure communication channel with the PUs;
to possess authentication, authorization and accounting capabilities;
to support a basic set of operations to allow the PUs to register to the service and to obtain
localized traffic information (of a given geographical area or route) according to a pull-based
distribution model.
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PUs are privileged users that periodically retrieve the information of interest from the AS, through a
3G (in general, cellular) Internet connection. The SUs obtain information from the PUs via Vehicle 2
Vehicle (V2V) communications according to a push content distribution model (e.g., the PUs periodically
disseminate it without any explicit query from the SUs), but they cannot receive the information directly
from the AS. To this end, a very efficient broadcast technique for information dissemination in VANETs,
denoted as Irresponsible Forwarding (IF), has recently been proposed [26,27]. IF assigns to each vehicle
an optimized rebroadcast probability, which takes into account the surrounding vehicle spatial density
and can be easily tuned; this guarantees fast information dissemination, even in the presence of high
vehicular traffic. According to theoretical and simulative analysis presented in [27], the IF protocol
and the related Silencing IF protocol perform better than flooding in terms of latency and efficiency
and slightly worse in terms of reliability. Furthermore, the advantages of IF with respect to flooding
become more evident as the network congestion increases, as in the case of high average vehicular
densities or high network loads. The IF protocol does not require nodes to exchange any additional
message and, therefore, could easily replace the legacy flooding protocol that is still used by many Car2-Car Communications Consortium (C2C-CC) [28] related projects. For instance, the geo-broadcasting
protocols defined within the GeoNet project (e.g., GeoBroadcast and TopoBroadcast) rely on the flooding
protocol for multihop broadcast communications [29]. We provide additional details on the IF protocol
in Subsection 3.3.
3.2. A Push/Pull Dissemination Approach
Generally speaking, the choice between pull-based and push-based approaches should be taken
according to four main metric and parameters: (i) the delay affecting the information distribution;
(ii) the energy consumption of the device; (iii) the complexity of the client and server applications; and
(iv) the unicast or broadcast nature of the communications. In fact, a push-based approach is suitable
for broadcast communications, since it allows one to increase the network efficiency. As mentioned
in Subsection 3.3.1, in X-NETAD, a hybrid push/pull paradigm is used. In fact, the communications
between PUs and SUs use a push-based approach, while the communications between AS and PUs
employ a pull-based approach.
A pull-based approach for the AS/PUs communications has been adopted for the
following motivations.
• The communications between AS and PUs are unicast, since (i) 3G networks do not allow
broadcast communications and (ii) each PU should receive different information according to
its position.
• The information distributed in X-NETAD are not time-critical, and thus, there is no need to use a
push-based approach in order to minimize the delay.
• The energy consumption is one of the main concerns with mobile applications, and it is well
known that a 3G connection has a high energy consumption. By adopting a pull-based approach,
the mobile application can schedule the request for traffic updates without the need of keeping
a 3G connection active all the time. Moreover, the application can adapt the intervals between
consecutive queries according to the behavior of the vehicles. For example, if the vehicle is not
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moving, there is no need to look for traffic updates. Similarly, if the battery of the smartphone is
depleting, the application can decide to reduce the update frequency.
• A pull-based approach significantly increases the complexity of the server, since it has to cope
with a potentially large number of concurrent requests—current techniques, however, should not
make this aspect a limitation.
In the case of the PUs/SUs communications, the scenario is totally different. In fact, in this case,
the PU transmits the same information to all the SUs and, therefore, it is far more efficient to employ
broadcast communications instead of a series of unicast communications. Moreover, in VANETs, the
nodes cannot turn off their radio interfaces in order to save energy, because of the following critical issues
that affect VANETs: (i) short-lived connections; (ii) highly dynamic topology; and (iii) harsh channel
conditions. This prevents a pull-based approach from leading to significant energy savings.
The above reasons motivate the decision for adopting a push-based paradigm, which is also considered
in recent works, such as [9].
3.3. The Irresponsible Forwarding (IF) Protocol
In this subsection, we describe the basic idea of the probabilistic dissemination protocol to be used in
each VANET to propagate traffic alerts from the primary user (which acts as local VANET source) to all
users forming the VANET.
3.3.1. Reference Scenario
Figure 2 shows the linear network topology of reference. We consider a one-dimensional wireless
network with N (receiving) nodes, under the assumption that the road’s width is considerably
smaller than the transmission range of the vehicles. Each node is uniquely identified by the indices,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. The source node, denoted as node 0, is placed at the left end of the network.
Figure 2. A typical linear network topology of a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET).

The following preliminary assumptions are introduced to derive simple, yet significant, insights. The
inter-vehicle spacing is exponentially distributed with mean, 1/ρs , where ρs is the vehicle spatial density
(dimension: [veh/m]). In other words, the nodes’ positions are generated according to a one-dimensional
Poisson distribution with parameter, ρs —the validity of this assumption is confirmed by empirical traffic
data [30]. Each vehicle has a fixed transmission range, denoted as z (dimension: [m])—the transmission
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range depends, obviously, on the transmit power that is assumed to be identical for each node. Each
vehicle is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. As a result, each vehicle knows
its own position at any given time. The network size (the line length) is set to L (dimension: [m]). For
generality, we denote as normalized network size the positive real number, `norm , L/z, and we observe
that ρs z (dimension: [veh]) represents the average number of vehicles within a transmission range.
3.3.2. Probability Assignment Function
Let us consider a vehicle, at a generic distance, d, from the source node (positioned at the origin of
the horizontal axis), within the transmission range of the source. In Figure 2, Nz denotes the number
of nodes within the transmission range of the source, i.e., d ∈ {d1 , d2 , . . . , dz }. According to the idea
of the IF protocol, the vehicle should rebroadcast the packet only if the probability of finding another
vehicle in the consecutive interval of length, z − d, is low; otherwise, it should not. More specifically,
when a vehicle receives a packet, it compares its position with that of the transmitter and computes its
rebroadcast probability as follows:


ρs (z − d)
(1)
p = exp −
c
where d is the distance between the vehicle and the transmitter and c ≥ 1 is a coefficient that can be
selected to “shape” the probability of rebroadcasting. The higher the value of c, the higher the probability
of rebroadcasting at any position, d. In the particular case with c = 1, the rebroadcast probability reduces
to the probability that there is no vehicle in the interval of length, z − d.
In Figure 3, the rebroadcast probability is shown, as a function of the distance between the receiver
and the transmitter, for various values of c and ρs z.
Figure 3. Rebroadcast probability, as a function of the distance, with z = 200 m, c ∈ {1, 3}
and ρs z ∈ {0.01, 0.05} veh/m.
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This figure can be interpreted as follows. When d is small, the value of p is also small, because
the receiving vehicle is very close to the transmitter, and therefore, it should let the other node take
the responsibility of rebroadcasting. When d becomes larger, the value of p becomes larger and
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approaches one when the node is at the edge of the transmission range. Note that with the probability
assignment in Equation (1), the node spatial density is also taken into account. When the network is
sparse, the overall rebroadcast probability should be high (e.g., even if the receiving node is relatively
close to the transmitter), in order to ensure complete reachability. As observed in Figure 3, when ρs z
decreases from 0.05 veh/m to 0.01 veh/m, the overall forwarding probability also increases. In addition,
the coefficient, c, is also effective at shaping the rebroadcast probability, as the overall rebroadcast
probability can be increased by increasing the value of c.
3.3.3. IF in IEEE 802.11 Networks
Since communications are broadcast, correct packet reception cannot be acknowledged. Therefore,
the packets are never retransmitted and the Contention Window (CW) of the backoff procedure of
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) medium access control
(MAC) protocol is constant and equal to the value specified by the parameter, CWmin of the
IEEE 802.11 standard [31]. Moreover, it is well known that broadcast communications cannot exploit the
Ready-To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) mechanism foreseen by the IEEE 802.11 standard. Hence,
they suffer from the hidden terminal problem, which inevitably reduces the number of packets able to
propagate to the farthest reachable node of the network. Note that the Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 standard obviously introduces an additional channel access delay,
proportional to the traffic load and to the parameter, CWmin , thus increasing the overall delay. We remark
that while the traffic load is ineffective in an ideal (collision-free) scenario, in an IEEE 802.11 network
scenario, it will have a relevant impact.
According to various simulations studies carried out to characterize the performance of the IF protocol
in realistic IEEE 802.11 networks [26,27], our results show that the IF protocol significantly outperforms
a simple flooding protocol, in terms of rebroadcast (and energy) savings. The performance improvement
brought by the IF protocol is more relevant for high values of the node density and/or of the traffic
intensity, since in these conditions, the IF protocol shows a “self-regulatory” capability, keeping the
transmission delay short and the number of retransmissions small. In the presence of Nakagami fading,
IF becomes very attractive, providing good performance at a low computational cost.
4. Application Design and Implementation
This section proposes an overview on the design and implementation of the X-NETAD system.
At first, we explain how the system operates, discussing also some challenges faced during the
implementation process. Next, we describe the message exchange in the system, together with a
description of the architecture blocks of X-NETAD nodes, focusing on the structural and logical
differences between PUs and SUs.
4.1. System Overview and Challenges
The X-NETAD system is a futuristic network architecture conceived for the distribution of valuable
traffic alerts to mobile vehicles, taking advantage of both cellular and ad hoc communications. A subset
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of nodes that form the system (namely, the PUs) should have the ability to simultaneously manage the
cellular and the IEEE 802.11 interfaces (the latter being set in ad hoc mode), while the remaining nodes
(i.e., the SUs) will only use the IEEE 802.11 interface. The X-NETAD application has been designed to
be general enough for various mobile OSs and has been implemented on Android mobile devices.
Like other mobile OSs, Android is natively capable of connecting to IEEE 802.11 networks operating
in the infrastructure mode, but it lacks any support for the ad hoc operating mode. However, it is
possible to overcome this limitation, since most wireless network adapters inside Android devices are
compliant with the full IEEE 802.11 standard and, thus, support the ad hoc mode. This functionality can
be exploited running the OS as administrator with super-user rights, using a procedure called rooting and
properly configuring the wireless adapter to connect to ad hoc networks using the classic ifconfig Linux
command. Furthermore, the access to network interfaces is natively exclusive, i.e., only one between the
cellular and the IEEE 802.11 interfaces is active at a time. In X-NETAD, we have introduced suitable
software routines that overcome this limitation by properly altering the routing table of the devices,
making it a true multi-homed device.
We designed the X-NETAD in order to process and transfer large information amounts. In this way,
the information exchanged—at first, between the AS and the PUs and, subsequently, between any PUs
and the surrounding SUs—could include multimedia data, such as audio, video and map files. For
instance, in our proof-of-concept application, the information issued by the AS is a compressed archive
that includes a real-time traffic map in jpg format, an audio file in mp3 format and an XML-formatted
document. (In the following, we will refer to the terms, traffic update, archive and information, to the
overall traffic information file created by the AS.) The XML document contains information about the
traffic update: its date and time of creation, the map’s longitude and latitude coordinates expressed in
degrees and, eventually, the information about errors that may have occurred in the network. An example
XML-formatted text file is shown in Figure 4. We intentionally decided to focus on “complex”
information, rather than on simple text messages, in order to be able to present a rich content to
X-NETAD users. In this way, it is possible to inform the driver without distracting his/her eyes from
the road, by simply playing the received audio alert on his/her mobile device.
Figure 4. A possible example of XML-formatted document created by the Application
Server (AS).
<report_info>
<error/>
<report_date>
<date>2011-06-06</date>
<time>18:25:00</time>
</report_date>
<map_top_left_point>
<longitude>34.749871</longitude>
<latitude>32.006862</latitude>
</map_top_left_point>
<map_bottom_right_point>
<longitude>35.247987</longitude>
<latitude>31.719802</latitude>
</map_bottom_right_point>
</report_info>
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The transmission of this relatively large amount of data (the size of the archive could reach some
MB) in the ad hoc domain becomes challenging, due to the limited range of the wireless interfaces
and the vehicles’ mobility. In addition, classical phenomena, such as fading, shadowing and the
contention-based channel access mechanism employed by the IEEE 802.11 standard, actively contribute
to limit the theoretical maximum throughput of the system. In order to reduce the impact of the problems
mentioned above, the compressed archive received by a PU through the cellular interface is not directly
transmitted to SUs, but, instead, is split in many small pieces that are disseminated independently.
On the basis of an analysis of a VANET’s peculiar characteristics, such as high node mobility
and limited transmission range, we adopted a broadcast (starting from a primary node) approach for
our system. In X-NETAD, all vehicles act as independent routers and cooperate together, fostering
the complete reception of the traffic update. All transmissions in the system are broadcast, in order
to reach the largest number of nodes at a time and to avoid any overhead related to routing tables’
update issues. The IF protocol controls message rebroadcasting, guaranteeing an efficient network-wide
data dissemination.
4.2. Message Structure and Dissemination Protocol
4.2.1. Cellular Domain
Updated traffic information is retrieved by PUs via an HTTP GET request sent to the AS through
the cellular network—requests may be periodic or triggered by a user. Important parameters, such as the
username, the password and the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude), of the requesting node
are included in the GET request by the X-NETAD client. The AS needs the usernames and passwords
of the nodes for authentication purposes. The traffic information provided by the AS is geographically
relevant, taking advantage of the PUs’ coordinates. If the authentication information provided is correct,
the AS replies to PUs by sending the archive containing the local traffic update.
4.2.2. Ad Hoc Domain
As previously mentioned, we designed the X-NETAD system in order to be able to disseminate a
(relatively) large content, adapting to the constraints imposed by the VANET scenario. The strategy
we adopted to enforce this feature split the archive that comes from the cellular network into smaller
pieces, called chunks, which are disseminated independently. Chunks are small data units of fixed
size, exchanged during a single contact of limited duration with high probability. If a chunk is only
partially received from a node (e.g., due to a connection breakdown), it is discarded. If, on the one hand,
splitting the traffic update into several chunks allows nodes to receive parts of the same traffic update
from different nodes, on the other hand, this adds complexity to the system, because nodes should be
able to recognize which chunks are missing and, if needed, should request them back.
The system behavior can be described as follows. The original traffic update received from the AS
through the cellular network is divided in several chunks by the PU, and every chunk is packed into
different data-bearing messages denoted as DATA. A DATA message contains the actual data chunk and
the chunk index; this index is crucial, because it allows the receiving of nodes to identify which part of
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the update they are receiving. In fact, each SU maintains a local bit-vector in its memory, whose length
equals the total number of chunks of the current traffic update, where the i-th bit indicates whether the
i-th chunk is missing (bit set to zero) or present (bit set to one). After each DATA message is received
by an SU, the local bit-vector is correspondingly updated. The payload of any DATA message, related
to the same traffic update, has a fixed size, apart for the last chunk. This size depends on the dimension
of the original traffic update and on the number of chunks in which it is divided. The chunk size is an
important parameter that significantly affects the system performance. With large chunks, there is the
risk of performance degradation when partially received chunks are discarded by the network interface.
The choice of small chunks reduces the amount of wasted reception, but it also increases the overhead.
It is worth recalling that before being able to decode a traffic update, a node must receive all the DATA
messages associated with it. DATA messages are propagated and replicated network-wide using the IF
protocol, thus providing redundancy in the system.
Whenever a PU receives a new traffic update from the AS using the cellular network, it should
disseminate this information to SUs located in the ad hoc domain. To make SUs aware of the existence
of a new traffic update, allowing them to create a local bit-vector for the update, the PU issues an
ADVERTISE message. This message contains information on the update, such as its size and the number
of chunks in which it is divided. Once a SU receives a new ADVERTISE message, it creates a new
bit-vector for the update and becomes ready to receive its flux of DATA messages. Since, without this
message, a SU cannot store the subsequent chunks of data, the goal is to provide a fast and reliable
dissemination of the ADVERTISE message all over the network using the IF protocol. This message is
also periodically broadcast by PUs, allowing SUs, which join the network later, to get the traffic update.
Because of the probabilistic nature of IF and of the underlying contention mechanism, there still
exists the opportunity that messages may be lost due to noise bursts on wireless channels or to message
collisions. A simple solution to recover from packet losses is to use a feedback loop. To minimize the
total number of packets sent in the network and, thus, to prevent congestion and additional collisions, SUs
ask periodically for missing chunks using a REQUEST message. The payload of the REQUEST message
is a bit-vector representing the reception status for each chunk. Periodically, each SU examines its local
bit-vector, and missing chunks are requested back (in broadcast) to neighbors, using the REQUEST
message. Regardless of the nature of a node (PU or SU), upon the reception of a REQUEST message,
a node checks its local bit-vector and tries to satisfy, if possible, the request. As opposed to other
X-NETAD messages, the REQUEST message is intrinsically single hop and is never re-broadcast in
order to maximize the reception probability of missing chunks and to avoid repeatedly saturating the
network with useless packets. A node replies to a REQUEST message with one or more DATA messages
if the requested chunks are locally available and according to a probabilistic function related to its
distance from the sender. This replying probability is expressed accordingly to the following “reverse”
IF probability assignment function:


ρs d
(2)
p = exp −
c
where ρs is the spatial density of vehicles in the VANET; d is the distance between transmitter and
receiver; and c is a shaping coefficient. Clearly, this function assigns a higher replying probability to
nodes that are located near to the original sender, namely those with a smaller packet loss probability.
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It is important to observe that the replied (e.g., transmitted upon reception of a REQUEST message)
DATA messages are disseminated using the IF protocol. In Figure 5, an illustrative representation of the
X-NETAD session of message exchange between the AS, one PU and a multitude of SUs is shown.
Figure 5. Temporal diagram of a generic X-NETAD message flow.
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4.3. System Architecture
In Figure 6, a general illustration of the X-NETAD mobile application is shown. Traffic updates
are transferred from the AS to the PUs via the cellular network. Content can also be exchanged
directly between PUs and SUs when they are within the communication range of one another. In this
work, we focus primarily on the system design with respect to content diffusion between nodes in the
ad hoc domain.
The architectural differences between the two distinct types of nodes are restricted to the ability of PUs
to connect to a cellular network, in order to communicate with the AS. For this reason, a PU’s architecture
exhibits a Cellular Manager block—drawn with a dotted line, to remark on its presence only at
PUs—that is in charge of the communications taking place with the AS (see Section 4.2.1.) using the
cellular interface. The Wireless Manager block, on the other hand, is present at any node, because
it drives the IEEE 802.11 interface and is fundamental in the dissemination process taking place in the ad
hoc domain. The X-NETAD Dissemination Manager is the key component of the whole system,
due to the fact that it is in charge of the logical system management. If a new update is received from
the AS, its content is stored locally, split in smaller chunks and the dissemination process is started.
Upon the reception of an X-NETAD message on the IEEE 802.11 interface, the Dissemination
Manager performs all the actions required to handle the message (see Section 4.2.2. ). For example,
when the system receives a DATA message, the Dissemination Manager checks if the received
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chunk is missing, updates (if required) its local bit-vector and, with the help of the IF and the GPS
blocks, decides if the message has to be re-broadcast.
Figure 6. System architecture of an X-NETAD node.
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When a new traffic update is available, regardless of whether it was retrieved from the cellular or
the IEEE 802.11 interface, it is presented to the user through the User Interface (UI) application. If the
update contains an audio message, then this message is played, and the additional content is presented
according to the user’s preferences.
5. Experimental Results
In this section, we analyze the experimental results in different environments, obtained with a test-bed
composed by four LG Optimus One (P-500) smartphones and a Samsung Galaxy Tab tablet, all equipped
with release 2.3.3 of the Android OS. The experimental campaign is conducted in three different phases.
In the first phase, we preliminarily investigate the relationship between the Packet Error Rate (PER) and
a couple of physical parameters, namely, the IEEE 802.11 transmission data rate (in Subsection 5.2.1)
and the inter-node distance (in Subsection 5.2.2). In the second phase, described in Subsection 5.3, we
evaluate the performance of the X-NETAD application in a couple of ideal static scenarios, where the
nodes are fixed. In the third phase, described in Subsection 5.4, we consider a more realistic scenario,
where the devices are positioned within distinct vehicles moving along a predefined path. In the second
and third phases, the behavior of the X-NETAD application is characterized according to the performance
metrics introduced in Subsection 5.1. Finally, in Subsection 5.5, the obtained results are discussed.
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5.1. Metrics of Interest
Depending on the nature of the metric of interest, we have characterized it (statistically) in terms of
either average value, Probability Mass Function (PMF) or Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). The
performance metrics considered in our experimental campaign can be summarized as follows.
• The number of DATA messages retransmitted at each SU—the ratio between this quantity and the
total number of transmitted packets is correlated to the Probability Assignment Function (PAF) of
the IF protocol defined in Equation (1).
• The PMF of the hop index at which the DATA messages are received. This indicator is strictly
related to the distance between a PU and an SU.
• The number of missing DATA messages, before the first REQUEST message. This metric is a
coarse indicator of the wireless channel quality. In ideal conditions, the PMF should concentrate
only at zero. However, in realistic conditions, this statement is not valid, due to radio channel
interference and fading.
• The number of DATA messages requested when receiving a REQUEST message. This metric
is representative of the “attitude” of a node to receive requests for missing chunks from
surrounding nodes.
• The PMF of the archive reception time. This metric indicates the amount of time it takes to a node
to receive all the chunks of the archive sent by the PU.
• The CDF of the number of DATA messages received before each REQUEST message. This
metric is an indicator of the reception status of the traffic update before each round of
REQUEST messages.
5.2. Preliminary Results
5.2.1. PER as a Function of the Data Rate
Since the transmission power of IEEE 802.11 compliant transceivers is fixed by the regulatory
authorities, the length of an IEEE 802.11 link (i.e., the transmission range of a node) depends only
on the receiver sensitivity, which, in turns, is directly related to the selected data rate and modulation.
The relationship between sensitivity and the allowed data rates of the IEEE 802.11 standard [31] is
summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, the IEEE 802.11 standard does not provide any automatic rate
adaptation mechanisms for devices operating in the ad hoc mode. Therefore, the transmission rate must
be set during the network initialization phase.
For these reasons, it is interesting to preliminarily investigate the relationship between the
transmission rate and the experimental Packet Error Rate (PER) observed in a direct IEEE 802.11
link—this investigation is expedient for performance investigation of the X-NETAD system. In this
test, we consider two fixed smartphones, placed at a distance of 15 m: the first inside a car and the
second inside a nearby building with large windows. For each value of the data rate, the first smartphone
broadcasts 100 streams composed of 1000 User Data Protocol (UDP) packets with an application payload
set at 100 bytes. In this setup, the packet losses are mainly caused by: (i) the multipath fading, due to
the wireless propagation inside the room and the vehicle; and (ii) the shadowing due to the random
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movement of persons and vehicle. We consider several transmission data rate values lying in the range,
[1, 54] Mb/s. From the obtained experimental results, shown in Figure 7, it emerges that, as expected,
lowering the data rate can help reduce the PER and extending the transmission range of X-NETAD nodes.
However, we found that the minimum experimental PER is obtained when the data rate is set at 11 Mb/s,
rather than at 1 Mb/s (i.e., at the lowest possible data rate). This behavior can be explained by the fact
that when the data rate is set to 11 Mb/s, the modulation scheme switches to the Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS), which is more robust in terms of PER, than the Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) used at lower rates. Further reduction in data rate does not lead to an additional
PER reduction, since the transmission time becomes longer, increasing the likelihood of transmitting
during a noise burst and, thus, resulting in a slight PER increase. According to the results obtained in
our tests, in the remaining part of this work, we set the transmission rate to 11 Mb/s, in order to have a
good trade-off between the transmission range and the PER.
Table 1. Relationship between modulation, data rate and receiver sensitivity defined by
the IEEE 802.11 b/g standard (see [31]). DSSS, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum; BPSK,
Binary Phase-Shift Keying; OFDM, Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing; QPSK,
Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying;QAM, Quadrature Amplitude modulation.
Data rate (Mb/s)

Scheme

Modulation

RX Sensitivity (dBm)

1
6
9
12
18
24
36
48
54

DSSS
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM
OFDM

BPSK
BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM
64-QAM

−89
−82
−81
−79
−77
−74
−70
−66
−65

Figure 7. Experimental Packet Error Rate (PER) as a function of the data rate, by considering
Pt = 32 mW and d = 15 m.
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5.2.2. PER as a Function of the Distance
Besides the data rate, the distance between communicating nodes in the system has a major impact
on the performance of the X-NETAD dissemination protocol. Even if the IF protocol assigns higher
rebroadcasting probabilities to the farthest nodes, packet loss probability is an increasing function of
the distance. Propagation losses affect all packets, depending on a multitude of factors (e.g., fading,
shadowing, absorption, multipath interference, distance). Unlike other factors that are strictly related to
the surrounding environment, one can estimate the impact of the distance between sender and receiver
nodes through the Friis transmission formula [32]:
 n
λ
Pr
∝
(3)
Pt
d
where Pt represents the transmission power (dimension: [mW]); Pr is the received power [dimension:
(mW)], λ is the wavelength [dimension: (m)]; d is the distance between receiver and sender [dimension:
(m)]; and n is an experimental coefficient that can vary (typically, it lies in the range [2, 4]—n = 2
for free space transmission). Equation (3) relates the received power with the transmission power and
has an impact on the average number of packets received by a node in our system, because IEEE
802.11-compliant devices have a maximum transmission power (32 mW). Therefore, the longer the
distance between the nodes, the higher the probability that a packet is lost. The Friis formula gives
a characterization of the average received power due to propagation losses over an ideal channel, but
does not take into account all the space-time fluctuations, due to phenomena, like fading, shadowing
or Doppler effects. Despite these limitations, Equation (3) remains a useful tool for understanding the
impact that propagation losses have on the application performance.
In order to better understand the impact of the transmission distance on the PER, we carry out
trials in an ideal static scenario, where the wireless propagation can be considered as in free space.
We employ two smartphones, configured to send a stream of 100 UDP packets—each packet with an
application-level payload equal to 100 bytes—on the WiFi interface. For each run, we repeat 100 times
the transmission of the packet stream, and the experimental PER is computed by averaging over the total
number of packets sent. Test devices are fixed at a height of about 1.5 m from the ground, in order to
avoid as much as possible ground absorptions and reflections—moreover, this value represents, also, the
approximate height of a smartphone positioned in a vehicle. We considered different distances between
the smartphones. The transmit power is set to the maximum allowed level (32 mW) and the data rate to
11 Mb/s, as indicated in Subsection 5.2.1.
As expected, according to the experimental results shown in Figure 8, the PER is an increasing
function of the inter-node distance. Furthermore, the shape of the experimental curve appears to be
approximately linear. According to the results in Figure 8, it emerges that for d = 60 m, the PER is
equal to 0.054. We consider this value of d as the experimental transmission range, z, inside the IF PAF
defined in Equation (1)—this experimental value is lower than the open space transmission range claimed
by the IEEE 802.11 standard [31]. Note that, with respect to the tests performed in Subsection 5.2.1, the
PER in Figure 8 is much lower, because in this case, the test are carried out in more favorable conditions
(almost free space).
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Figure 8. Experimental PER as a function of the inter-node distance, by considering
P tx = 32 mW and R = 11 Mb/s.
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5.3. Tests in Ideal Static Scenarios
As aforementioned, in the second phase of our experimental campaign, we perform a number of field
tests in ideal scenarios, where the nodes are static and positioned in an environment not affected by
phenomena like shadowing and fading. In the considered experimental conditions, the wireless medium
access problem cannot be extensively analyzed, and the IF protocol does not perform at its best. The
number of retransmission choices is, in a probabilistic sense, very small. Although a larger number of
nodes should be considered (e.g., at least 15–20 devices) in order to have higher node spatial density, the
obtained results shed light on the performance of the proposed information dissemination system.
5.3.1. Experimental Setup and Results
We evaluate the performance of the X-NETAD application in two different static scenarios, which
are illustrated in Figure 9. For each test, the transmit power, Pt , of each device was set to its maximum
value, equal to 32 mW, and the data rate, R, was fixed at 11 Mb/s—the rate that guarantees the minimum
experimental PER, as shown in Subsection 5.2.1. According to the results presented in Subsection 5.2.2,
we use the value, 60 m, as the device’s transmit range, z, to be used in the IF protocol. The linear
node spatial density, ρs , is related to the considered scenario, since it depends on the (physical) spatial
distribution of the nodes. The shaping coefficient, c, is set to 5 to balance the small number of nodes
present in the system and, thus, to increase the rebroadcasting probability. In each test, the application
disseminates the same archive of roughly 100 KB, divided in 128 chunks. During tests, we considered,
as an expiration date for each content, T q = 60 s: the choice of this value allows significant information
propagation. Finally, the waiting time before sending a REQUEST message is set to 5 s.
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Figure 9. Static X-NETAD application testbed: (a) Scenario 1, all Secondary Users (SUs)
are located in the transmission range of the PU; (b) Scenario 2, each SU is at the edge of the
transmission range of previous nodes.
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5.3.2. Scenario 1
This scenario presents the most intense level of channel access contention, since all the SUs are
within the transmission range of the PU, as shown in Figure 9a. The linear spatial density, ρs , is equal to
0.05 veh/m, and the total number of SUs is given by ρs z = 3 veh. In Figure 10, the experimental PMF of
the number of rebroadcast DATA messages at each SU is shown. As one can observe, the rebroadcasting
probability of SUs is strictly correlated to their distances from the PU [see Equation (1)]. Fluctuations
around average values of the rebroadcasting probability depend on errors in GPS localization.
Figure 10. Probability Mass Function (PMF) of rebroadcast DATA messages in Scenario 1.
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In Figure 11, the PMF of the hop reception index of DATA messages at each SU is shown. In principle,
all SUs should receive all messages directly from the PU, because they are within the transmission range
of the latter. Nevertheless, even though some messages might be lost because of channel impairments,
they can still be received, as information propagation is guaranteed by the rebroadcasting nature of
the IF protocol. For this reason, we found that some DATA messages are received with a hop index
equal to 2. This proves that probabilistic rebroadcasting adds redundancy, which, in turn, increases the
system reliability.
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Figure 11. Hop index PMF for received DATA messages in Scenario 1.
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Despite this, there is a chance that a certain message may be lost. In Figure 12, the PMF of the
number of missing chunks at a given node, before the first REQUEST round, is shown. It can be pointed
out that in this scenario, both SU1 and SU2 experience a small number of lost DATA messages (smaller
than the 10% of DATA messages sent), while SU3 experiences a higher loss ratio, due to the fact that
its distance from PU is longer. Moreover, from Figure 12, one can see that SU3 always misses at least
one chunk, while SU1 and SU2 sometimes (with a probability higher than 10%) do not need to send any
feedback message.
Figure 12. PMF of missing DATA chunks, before the first REQUEST round in Scenario 1.
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At this point, it is worth investigating which nodes receive and satisfy the largest number of REQUEST
messages. For this purpose, in Figure 13, we show the total number of missing DATA chunks requests,
received by a given node, and the total number of DATA messages replied by the node as a result
of previous requests. According to these results, SU1 and SU2 receive the largest number of packet
requests. However, the larger number of replies is given by PU1 , since it does not adopt a probabilistic
broadcasting protocol (in fact, it satisfies the 100% of requests). SUs have a much lower satisfaction
ratio, which reduces as the distance from the PU1 rises: this is due to Equation (2) and because a node
cannot satisfy a REQUEST for a packet that has not yet been received.
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Figure 13. Average number of DATA chunks requested and average number of DATA
messages sent following a REQUEST, in Scenario 1.
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Finally, in Figure 14, the PMF of the traffic updates reception time is shown. It can be observed that,
on average, all nodes have a completion time (i.e., all the DATA messages of a given archive are received)
lying in the interval, [5–7] s: this means that only one REQUEST message is sent back (we recall that
Wreq = 5 s). The exception is represented by SU3 , which completes the reception of all DATA messages
in more than 10 s with a probability around 0.18.
Figure 14. PMF of the archive reception time in Scenario 1.
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In order to have a better comprehension of this phenomenon, in Figure 15, the CDF of received DATA
messages is shown as a function of the number of REQUEST messages. One can see that before the
first REQUEST, SU1 typically has a completion rate equal to 0.98, while SU2 and SU3 achieve slightly
smaller values (equal to 0.97 and 0.93, respectively). Hence, in this scenario, all the SUs can complete
the reception before the second REQUEST with a high probability.
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Figure 15. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of received DATA messages before
REQUEST messages in Scenario 1.
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5.3.3. Scenario 2
In this scenario, shown in Figure 9b, it is assumed that each node is located at the edge of the
transmission range of the preceding node. For this reason, multi-hop communications are needed to
disseminate traffic updates throughout the network, and this degrades the performance. In particular,
the PMF of the retransmitted DATA messages is presented in Figure 16. We note that, with respect to
Scenario 1, the rebroadcasting probability is (obviously) higher for all SUs (d = z). The number of
retransmissions is upper bounded by 128, which represents the number of chunks in which the archive
is fragmented.
Figure 16. PMF of the number of rebroadcast DATA messages in Scenario 2.
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In Figure 17, the PMF of the received DATA messages is shown. It can be observed that, for each SU,
there exists, also, the possibility to receive messages from other SUs, due to the feedback mechanism
detailed in Section 4.2.2. For instance, some DATA messages received by SU3 are one-hop messages,
because they come from SU2 and are sent after the reception of a REQUEST message. Nevertheless, we
note that for all SUs, there is a dominant hop value centered at their distance (in terms of hops number)
with respect to the PU.
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Figure 17. PMF of the hop index for received DATA messages in Scenario 2.
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As can be seen from Figure 18, the number of missing chunks before the generation of the first
REQUEST message is larger than in the previous case, thus significantly penalizing Scenario 2 with
respect to Scenario 1. In particular, it can be noted that: (i) each SU needs to use at least one REQUEST
message; and (ii) the number of missing chunks is, for each run, larger than 10. It can also be noted that
SU3 is particularly penalized, because the link losses generate cumulative effects.
Figure 18. PMF of missing DATA chunks, before first REQUEST round in Scenario 2.
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In Figure 19, the PMF of the archive completion time is shown. As expected, the reception time is
longer than in Scenario 1. The difficulty of receiving all the chunks is evidenced by the larger number of
REQUEST rounds for missing chunks that contribute to increase the completion time.
Figure 19. PMF of the archive reception time in Scenario 2.
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Finally, in Figure 20, the PMF of the completion time before the first REQUEST message is shown,
which is around 0.7, 0.65 and 0.55, respectively, for SU1 , SU2 and SU3 . The use of a single feedback
REQUEST message raises the completion rate to a value of about 0.9 for each node. Hence, on average,
at least one or even more REQUEST messages are required to complete the reception of the archive.

CDF Received Data Messages

Figure 20. CDF of received DATA messages before REQUEST messages in Scenario 2.
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5.4. Tests in a Mobile Scenario
In the third phase of our field tests, we consider a more realistic scenario, denoted as Scenario 3,
in the following, where the smartphones are positioned within vehicles moving along a predetermined
path. The experimental setup is described in Subsection 5.4.1, while the obtained results are discussed
in Subsection 5.4.2.
5.4.1. Scenario Description
We consider a single PU and four smartphones acting as SUs. The PU is placed in a given car,
while the remaining smartphones (SU1 , SU2 , SU3 and SU4 ) are positioned in distinct vehicles. The
vehicles move assuming a platoon configuration led by the PU. For the whole duration of the experiment,
the vehicle with SU1 remains behind the car containing the PU, while the other vehicles periodically
exchange their positions. During the test, the smartphones are held by the driver or positioned within the
cockpit (e.g., over the seats or over the dashboard). The five vehicles involved in the tests complete 20
laps of the circuit shown in Figure 21, designed within the campus of the University of Parma. The circuit
path length is 1.72 km, and the vehicles completed the test with an average speed of roughly 40 km/h
(11.1 m/s) and maintaining an inter-vehicle distance within the interval, [10–30] m. (The average speeds
and the inter-node distances are obtained by means of GPS.) Since the test has been conducted on a
public road, sporadically, other cars have disturbed the platoon configuration. At every lap, the PU sends
two distinct archives: one at the beginning of the lap and the second at the middle of the lap. Therefore,
the results shown here have been obtained averaging over 40 transmission acts conducted in 20 laps of
the circuit.
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Figure 21. Circuit followed by the vehicles during the tests. Image taken from Open
Street Map.

5.4.2. Experimental Results
In Figure 22, the PMF of the hop index, at which messages are received, is shown. From the
results in the figure, it can be observed that the “average” network topology emerges from the test.
In particular, it can be observed that for all the SUs, 95% of the fragments are received within the first
two communication hops. In other words, in the majority of the cases, the SUs have been in direct
visibility (or at least two hops away) from the PU. Therefore, we expect a performance comparable to
that observed in Scenario 1.
Figure 22. PMF of the hop index at which DATA messages are received in Scenario 3.
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From the point of view of the number of missing packets after the first transmission of the PU,
from Figure 23, it can be observed that the performance is comparable with that obtained by SU2 and
SU3 in Scenario 1. A remarkable exception is represented by the node, SU1 , which exhibits excellent
performance in Scenario 3.
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Figure 23. PMF of the number of missing DATA fragments before the transmission of the
first REQUEST message in Scenario 3.
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Similarly, also from Figure 24, it can be observed that the behavior, in terms of requested messages
and satisfied messages, is comparable to that observed in Scenario 1. However, there is a significant
difference with respect to Scenario 1. In the latter, the larger fraction of requests is satisfied by the PU,
while in Scenario 3, the SUs play a more important role.
Figure 24. Number of requested DATA messages and number of replica DATA messages
sent upon the reception of a request, in Scenario 3.
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By observing Figure 25, it is possible to get some interesting insights, concerning the main differences
between Scenario 1 and Scenario 3. First of all, it can be observed that the archive is received only after
a first round of REQUEST messages and subsequent retransmissions. Moreover, a network bimodal
behavior can be observed:
• the archive is received in a very short time (after 1 or 2 REQUEST message rounds)—this happens
when the network conditions are good and stationary;
• the archive is received after a large number of rounds (5 or 6)—this happens when the network
homogeneity disappears because of phenomena that break the network topology, such as the
presence of other vehicles fragmenting the platoon or an excessive inter-vehicle distance.
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Figure 25. PMF of the archive reception time in Scenario 3.
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Finally, in Figure 26, the CDF of the received DATA messages, before a REQUEST, is shown. The
obtained results justify the conclusions reached in the previous paragraph (relative to the results in
Figure 25). In fact, it can be observed that a small number of rounds is often sufficient to collect the
majority of fragments. However, a significantly longer time is required for completing the reception of
the entire archive.

CDF Received Data Messages

Figure 26. CDF of the received DATA messages before a REQUEST in Scenario 3.
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To summarize, the obtained results show that the performance on a realistic scenario, even if
simplified by keeping an almost constant vehicle speed and a limited inter-vehicle distance, has been
shown to be similar to that obtained in Scenario 1 and even better than that obtained in Scenario 2.
5.5. Discussion
The results obtained from the experimental campaign have confirmed the good performance exhibited
by the data dissemination protocol adopted in X-NETAD. In fact, it has been shown that a small number
of rounds of requests (at most five) is sufficient to disseminate the whole information archive to all
network nodes. This happens also in the case of unfavorable network conditions (as in the case of
Scenario 2), where SUs are sparse and distant from the PU (up to three hops away). Remarkably, these
results have been obtained limiting the overall number of transmissions in the network.
The core retransmission mechanism of X-NETAD is the IF broadcast protocol, which is designed to
reduce the channel congestion and, thus, scales well with the number of nodes, as shown in [26]. The
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presented results have been obtained in scenarios with a small number of nodes, where the impairments
of the wireless channel are the principal cause of the packet losses, while the losses due to channel
congestion are negligible. However, we expect that the overall performance of the X-NETAD protocol
should scale well with the number of nodes, owing to the equivalent property of the IF protocol.
Finally, we comment on a comparison between the performance of the X-NETAD protocol with that
of other dissemination protocols. Even if we do not have conducted experimental campaigns using
alternative protocols, it is possible to get some insights from some of our previous works [27]. In
particular, according to the observations in Subsection 3.1, the IF protocol exhibits better performance
than the flooding protocol, especially under heavily loaded networks. Unfortunately, as our testbed is
composed of a small number of smartphones, we were not able to evaluate scenarios with high spatial
densities. Therefore, in our specific experimental scenario, it is reasonable to expect that a flooding-based
dissemination strategy will exhibit a performance similar to that of IF.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel traffic information dissemination system, denoted as
X-NETAD and developed in a bilateral Italy-Israel research project [11]. Under the assumption of the
presence of (at least) one smartphone in each car, the key idea of the X-NETAD approach is that of
electing “primary” nodes that receive traffic alerts from the cellular (3G and, in perspective, 4G) network
and broadcast them very rapidly, through WiFi communications, to all vehicles (denoted as “secondary”
nodes) in their neighborhoods. The X-NETAD application has been implemented and validated on a
realistic testbed based on Android-powered smartphones, shedding light on the limits and benefits of a
smartphone-based vehicular communication system. Interestingly, the paradigm behind the X-NETAD
approach maintain its validity also in more generic scenarios, where smartphones can be substituted by
infotainment in-car devices equipped with multiple network interfaces. For these reasons, the obtained
results are very encouraging, and the X-NETAD approach paves the way to future Internet architectures
involving vehicles.
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